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My Background in Space PhysicsMy Background in Space Physics
Experimental research in space physics

Instrumental developments and observations for space 
plasma
Satellite/spacecraft missions for terrestrial/planetary 
magnetosphere/ionosphere explorations

Many-sided space physics
Elucidation of plasma acceleration/transport/loss 
mechanisms as a fundamental science
Contribution to development/maintenance of social 
infrastructure in space as an environmental science
Lead of planetary exploration with space expertise
Driver of international cooperation and interchange in 
scienfic, engineering, and human aspects
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Plasma Observations in SpacePlasma Observations in Space
InIn--situ (direct) measurement of situ (direct) measurement of collisionlesscollisionless plasmaplasma

Plasma waves, magnetic/electric fields dominantly interact the pPlasma waves, magnetic/electric fields dominantly interact the plasmaslasmas
Simultaneous observations for these are crucialSimultaneous observations for these are crucial

Full energy/velocity distribution functionFull energy/velocity distribution function
22--D EnergyD Energy--pitch angle distributionpitch angle distribution
33--D velocity distribution functionD velocity distribution function

Wide ranges for energy, field of view, and counting rateWide ranges for energy, field of view, and counting rate
<1 <1 eVeV for for plasmasphereplasmasphere or cold component (1or cold component (1--1000#/cm1000#/cm33))
0.1 0.1 -- 10 10 keVkeV for plasma sheet (0.1for plasma sheet (0.1--10#/cm10#/cm33))
10 10 -- 100 100 keVkeV for ring current (<0.01#/cmfor ring current (<0.01#/cm33, <10, <1088#/cm#/cm22 s s srsr))
100100--10 10 MeVMeV for radiation belt electrons (for radiation belt electrons (<10<1066#/cm#/cm22 s s srsr))

Appropriate energy, angular, time resolutionsAppropriate energy, angular, time resolutions
10 10 μμsecsec. for wave(1kHz whistler mode). for wave(1kHz whistler mode)--particle(subparticle(sub--MeVMeV electron) electron) 
interactioninteraction
msecmsec. for full distribution function of electron dynamics. for full distribution function of electron dynamics
100 100 msecmsec. for full distribution function of ion dynamics. for full distribution function of ion dynamics
10 sec. for common 10 sec. for common GeospaceGeospace observations  observations  



Outline of this talkOutline of this talk
ReimeiReimei

MicroMicro--satellite mission for finesatellite mission for fine--scale scale auroralauroral exploration in exploration in 
GeospaceGeospace--ionosphereionosphere
Launched in 2005Launched in 2005

FORMOSATFORMOSAT--55
Launch planned in 2011Launch planned in 2011
TaiwanTaiwan--CanadaCanada--Japan collaborationJapan collaboration
Magnetic field and electron/ion measurementsMagnetic field and electron/ion measurements
AuroralAuroral Electron Sensor (AES) based on Electron Sensor (AES) based on ReimeiReimei expertiseexpertise

ERG (ERG (EnergizationEnergization and Radiation in and Radiation in GeospaceGeospace))
SmallSmall--satellite mission for highsatellite mission for high--energy particle acceleration energy particle acceleration 
mechanisms in mechanisms in GeospaceGeospace--magnetospheremagnetosphere
Proposed to launch in 2013Proposed to launch in 2013--20142014

Calibration facilitiesCalibration facilities
Ion/electron beam line for up to 130Ion/electron beam line for up to 130--200 200 keVkeV



Movie of auroral images
(January 3, 2006)

Ch.1 (427.8 nm)          Ch.2 (557.7 nm)         Ch.3 (670.0 nm)

70 km (64 bins)
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Exposure time: 60 msec.
Exposure cycle: 120 msec.

Northward (Poleward)

Footprint of S/C mapped
onto 110-km altitude 
along field line
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Auroral emissions and electrons
(January 3, 2007)



AuroralAuroral electron sensor (AES) for electron sensor (AES) for 
FORMOSATFORMOSAT--55

MCP-in (+200V)
Mesh (-12 V)

MCP-out (+2700V)
MCP-anode (+2800V)

90 deg.
31.5

27.5

1.0

1.0

5.0

10.5

5.0

2.6±0.3(need to adjust)1.37

3.0
2.0

3.0

9.5(Reimei)→6.0(better)
6.5(Reimei)→3.0(better)

3.0

Inner dome
Outer dome

Higher-performance of high-voltage power supply for electrostatic analyzer could 
increase maximum energy level from 12 keV of Reimei to 18 keV for FORMOSAT-5.

Time resolution may decrease from 20 msec. to 100 msec. because of limitation on 
telemetry data, which could cause a problem and should be avoided if possible.



Collaboration inCollaboration in
FORMOSATFORMOSAT--55

Reimei electron sensor
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Ele: 300-1100 keV

Ele: >2500 keV

（Killer electrons damaging
space infrastructure like
weather/communication/GPS
satellites）

Dst
（Energy stored in ring current）
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What is the origin of relativistic electrons in Geospace?



What is the origin of relativistic electrons in Geospace?

large M

small M

ULF waves

Adiabatic transportation via ULF waves could be important for  particle 
acceleration.
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plasmasphere

ring current

plasma sheet

inner belt outer belt

Non-adiabatic processes via plasma waves such as whistler and
magnetosonic waves are also important for particle acceleration.

wave growth 

acceleration

Whistler

Comprehensive observations have never been performed at the magnetic equator 
because the observation in the radiation belts is quite difficult due to strong 
radiation incident.

Plasma/particles in Geospace-magnetosphere
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What is the origin of relativistic electrons in Geospace?





The The ERG mission
Mission goal

Understanding cross-energy couplings for 

acceleration and loss processes of relativistic particles 
&

environmental variation of geospace during space storms

Significance of this mission
・ Direct observations on generation of relativistic electrons 

at the magnetic equator in the Geospace-magnetosphere
Contribution to understanding of the particle acceleration

・ Instrumental development to measure plasma/wave/fields 
under the severe radiation belt environment with small satellite

Contribution to the future Jovian mission



Scientific Instruments on ERGScientific Instruments on ERG
Satellite Bus Mission Data Recorder (MDR)

Mission Data Processors（MDPs:2）

Wire Antenna
(2 pairs)

Plasma Wave 
Experiment 

(PWE)

Electric Field 
Experiment 

(PWE)

Magnetic Field 
Experiment 

(MGF)

XEP-e, HEP-e, MEP-e, 
LEP-e, TSP-e,

HEP-i, MEP-i, LEP-i, 
TSP-i Search Coil

Software-type Wave-
Particle Interaction 
Analyzer (S-WPIA)

Fluxgate

Coilable Mast Coilable Mast

Plasma/Particle 
Experiment (PPE)

XEP, HEP, MEP, LEP, TSP-e/i stand for
extremely high, high, middle, low, thermal & suprathermal energy particle sensors
for electron/ion of plasma/particle experiment (PPE) of ERG.
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ERG-PPE measures a wide energy range over 6 orders.
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1 kHz
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1mHz MGF
(fluxgate)
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10 kHz

PWE: Plasma Wave and Electric Field Experiment
MGF: Magnetic Field Measurement

electric field magnetic field

ERG-PWE and MGF measure electric and magnetic fields for a 
wide frequency range from DC to sub-MHz.

100 kHz

L=6L=3

Science instruments of ERG: wave & field
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Extremely high-energy electron sensor (XEP-e)

Electron for 0.2 - 20 MeV

Adoption of the ELS-B sensor 
design and expertise of JAXA 
in JASON-2 and GOSAT

Radiation shields with 7-mm of 
aluminum and 3-mm copper



Spin
Axis
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FOVFOV

200 mm

FOV

Radiation shield
structure

Electron

High-energy particle sensor (HEP-e)

Electron for 0.03 - 2 MeV

Adoption of pin-hole 
camera principle using
three assemblies of strip 
solid state detector



Calibration Facility for Space Plasma/Particle Instrument
～170-keV ion/electron beam line in Tokyo



Isolation
Transformer

(200kV)
High-voltage power supply （+50kV）

High-voltage power supply （+150kV）

Vacuum chamber

Vacuum pumps

Turntable
and X-stage

Isolation tube with 
linear accelerator

Ionization source with
mass separator and 
beam expander



SummarySummary
ReimeiReimei has been observing two types of electron has been observing two types of electron 
acceleration phenomena in the polar ionosphere.acceleration phenomena in the polar ionosphere.

QuasiQuasi--electrostatic parallel potential dropelectrostatic parallel potential drop
Dispersive Alfven waveDispersive Alfven wave

Univ. Tokyo, ISAS/JAXA, and PSSC/NCKU are Univ. Tokyo, ISAS/JAXA, and PSSC/NCKU are 
collaborating for the development of collaborating for the development of auroralauroral
electron sensor for FORMOSATelectron sensor for FORMOSAT--5 based on 5 based on ReimeiReimei
expertise.expertise.
Our Japanese space physics community is now Our Japanese space physics community is now 
promoting the promoting the GeospaceGeospace exploration mission with exploration mission with 
the international collaboration with PSSC/NCKU.the international collaboration with PSSC/NCKU.
We are also building the ion/electron beam facilities We are also building the ion/electron beam facilities 
for space qualification of plasma/particle sensors for space qualification of plasma/particle sensors 
for the space missions in Japan and Taiwan.for the space missions in Japan and Taiwan.


